We study probability measures induced by set functions with constraints. Such measures arise in a variety of real-world settings, where prior knowledge, resource limitations, or other pragmatic considerations impose constraints. We consider the task of rapidly sampling from such constrained measures, and develop fast Markov chain samplers for them. Our first main result is for MCMC sampling from Strongly Rayleigh (SR) measures, for which we present sharp polynomial bounds on the mixing time. As a corollary, this result yields a fast mixing sampler for Determinantal Point Processes (DPPs), yielding (to our knowledge) the first provably fast MCMC sampler for DPPs since their inception over four decades ago. Beyond SR measures, we develop MCMC samplers for probabilistic models with hard constraints and identify sufficient conditions under which their chains mix rapidly. We illustrate our claims by empirically verifying the dependence of mixing times on the key factors governing our theoretical bounds.
Introduction
Distributions over subsets of objects arise in a variety of machine learning applications. They occur as discrete probabilistic models [5, 20, 28, 36, 38] in computer vision, computational biology and natural language processing. They also occur in combinatorial bandit learning [9] , as well as in recent applications to neural network compression [32] and matrix approximations [29] .
Yet, practical use of discrete distributions can be hampered by computational challenges due to their combinatorial nature. Consider for instance sampling, a task fundamental to learning, optimization, and approximation. Without further restrictions, efficient sampling can be impossible [13] . Several lines of work thus focus on identifying tractable sub-classes, which in turn have had wide-ranging impacts on modeling and algorithms. Important examples include the Ising model [22] , matchings (and the matrix permanent) [23] , spanning trees (and graph algorithms) [2, 6, 16, 37] , and Determinantal Point Processes (D p ps) that have gained substantial attention in machine learning [3, 17, 24, 26, 28, 30] .
In this work, we extend the classes of tractable discrete distributions. Specifically, we consider the following two classes of distributions on 2 V (the set of subsets of a ground set V = [N] := {1, . . . , N}): (1) strongly Rayleigh (SR) measures, and (2) distributions with certain cardinality or matroid-constraints. We analyze Markov chains for sampling from both classes. As a byproduct of our analysis, we answer a long-standing question about rapid mixing of MCMC sampling from DPPs.
SR measures are defined by strong negative correlations, and have recently emerged as valuable tools in the design of algorithms [2] , in the theory of polynomials and combinatorics [4] , and in machine learning through Dpps, a special case of SR distributions. Our first main result is the first polynomial-time sampling algorithm that applies to all SR measures (and thus a fortiori to D p ps).
General distributions on 2 V with constrained support (case (2) above) typically arise upon incorporating prior knowledge or resource constraints. We focus on resource constraints such as bounds on cardinality and bounds on including limited items from sub-groups. Such constraints can be phrased as a family C ⊆ 2 V of subsets; we say S satisfies the constraint C iff S ∈ C. Then the distribution of interest is of the form π C (S) ∝ exp(βF(S)) S ∈ C , (1.1)
where F : 2 V → R is a set function that encodes relationships between items i ∈ V, · is the Iverson bracket, and β a constant (also referred to as the inverse temperature). Most prior work on sampling with combinatorial constraints (such as sampling the bases of a matroid), assumes that F breaks up linearly using element-wise weights w i , i.e., F(S) = ∑ i∈S w i . In contrast, we allow generic, nonlinear functions, and obtain a mixing times governed by structural properties of F.
Contributions.
We briefly summarize the key contributions of this paper below.
-We derive a provably fast mixing Markov chain for efficient sampling from strongly Rayleigh measure π (Theorem 2). This Markov chain is novel and may be of independent interest. Our results provide the first polynomial guarantee (to our knoweldge) for Markov chain sampling from a general D p p, and more generally from an SR distribution. 1 -We analyze (Theorem 4) mixing times of an exchange chain when the constraint family C is the set of bases of a special matroid, i.e., |S| = k or S obeys a partition constraint. Both of these constraints have high practical relevance [25, 27, 38] .
-We analyze (Theorem 6) mixing times of an add-delete chain for the case |S| ≤ k, which, perhaps surprisingly, turns out to be quite different from |S| = k. This constraint can be more practical than the strict choice |S| = k, because in many applications, the user may have an upper bound on the budget, but may not necessarily want to expend all k units.
Finally, a detailed set of experiments illustrates our theoretical results.
Related work. Recent work in machine learning addresses sampling from distributions with subor supermodular F [19, 34] , determinantal point processes [3, 29] , and sampling by optimization [14, 31] . Many of these works (necessarily) make additional assumptions on π C , or are approximate, or cannot handle constraints. Moreover, the constraints cannot easily be included in F: an out-ofthe-box application of the result in [19] , for instance, would lead to an unbounded constant in the mixing time.
Apart from sampling, other related tracts include work on variational inference for combinatorial distributions [5, 11, 36, 38] and inference for submodular processes [21] . Special instances of (1.1) include [27] , where the authors limit Dpps to sets that satisfy |S| = k; partition matroid constraints are studied in [25] , while the budget constraint |S| ≤ k has been used recently in learning Dpps [17] . Important existing results show fast mixing for a sub-family of strongly Rayleigh distributions [3, 15] ; but those results do not include, for instance, general D p ps.
Background and Formal Setup
Before describing the details of our new contributions, let us briefly recall some useful background that also serves to set the notation. Our focus is on sampling from π C in (1.1); we denote by Z = ∑ S⊆V exp(βF(S)) and Z C = ∑ S⊆C exp(βF(S)). The simplest example of π C is the uniform distribution over sets in C, where F(S) is constant. In general, F may be highly nonlinear.
We sample from π C using MCMC, i.e., we run a Markov Chain with state space C. All our chains are ergodic. The mixing time of the chain indicates the number of iterations t that we must perform (after starting from an arbitrary set X 0 ∈ C) before we can consider X t as a valid sample from π C . Formally, if δ X 0 (t) is the total variation distance between the distribution of X t and π C after t steps, then τ X 0 (ε) = min{t : δ X 0 (t ) ≤ ε, ∀t ≥ t} is the mixing time to sample from a distribution -close to π C in terms of total variation distance. We say that the chain mixes fast if τ X 0 is polynomial in N. The mixing time can be bounded in terms of the eigenvalues of the transition matrix, as the following classic result shows:
Theorem 1 (Mixing Time [10] ). Let λ i be the eigenvalues of the transition matrix, and λ max = max{λ 2 , |λ N |} < 1. Then, the mixing time starting from an initial set X 0 ∈ C is bounded as
Most of the effort in bounding mixing times hence is devoted to bounding this eigenvalue.
Sampling from Strongly Rayleigh Distributions
In this section, we consider sampling from strongly Rayleigh (SR) distributions. Such distributions capture the strongest form of negative dependence properties, while enjoying a host of other remarkable properties [4] . For instance, they include the widely used D p ps as a special case. A distribution is SR if its generating polynomial p π :
We show in particular that SR distributions are amenable to efficient Markov chain sampling. Our starting point is the observation of [4] on closure properties of SR measures; of these we use symmetric homogenization. Given a distribution π on 2 [N] , its symmetric homogenization π sh on
If π is SR, so is π sh . We use this property below in our derivation of a fast-mixing chain. We use here a recent result of Anari et al. [3] , who show a Markov chain that mixes rapidly for homogeneous SR distributions. These distributions are over all subsets S ⊆ V of some fixed size |S| = k, and hence do not include general D p ps. Concretely, for any k-homogeneous SR distribution π : {0, 1} N → R + , a Gibbs-exchange sampler has mixing time
This sampler uniformly samples one item in the current set, and one outside the current set, and swaps them with an appropriate probability. Using these ideas we show how to obtain fast mixing chains for any general SR distribution π on [N] . First, we construct its symmetric homogenization π sh , and sample from π sh using a Gibbs-exchange sampler. This chain is fast mixing, thus we will efficiently get a sample T ∼ π sh . The corresponding sample for π can be then obtained by computing S = T ∩ V. Theorem 2, proved in the appendix, formally establishes the validity of this idea.
Theorem 2. If π is SR, then the mixing time of a Gibbs-exchange sampler for π sh is bounded as
For Theorem 2 we may choose the initial set such that X 0 makes the first term in the sum logarithmic in N (X 0 = T 0 ∩ V in Algorithm 1). 2 ) then S = S ∪ {t} with probability min{1,
) then S = S\{s} with probability min{1,
Delete s else Do nothing end if end while Efficient Implementation. Directly running a chain to sample N items from a (doubled) set of size 2N adds some computational overhead. Hence, we construct an equivalent, more space-efficient chain (Algorithm 1) on the initial ground set V = [N] that only manintains S ⊆ V. Interestingly, this sampler is a mixture of add-delete and Gibbs-exchange samplers. This combination makes sense intuitively, too: add-delete moves (also shown in Alg. 3) are needed since the exchange sampler cannot change the cardinality of S. But a pure add-delete chain can stall if the sets concentrate around a fixed cardinality (low probability of a larger or smaller set). Exchange moves will not suffer the same high rejection rates. The key idea underlying Algorithm 1 is that the elements in {N + 1, . . . , 2N} are indistinguishable, so it suffices to maintain merely the cardinality of the currently selected subset instead of all its indices. Appendix C contains a detailed proof. Remarks. By assuming π is SR, we obtain a clean bound for fast mixing. Compared to the bound in [19] , our result avoids the somewhat opaque factor exp(βζ F ) that depends on F.
In certain cases, the above chain may mix slower in practice than a pure add-delete chain that was used in previous works [19, 24] , since its probability of doing nothing is higher. In other cases, it mixes much faster than the pure add-delete chain; we observe both phenomena in our experiments in Sec. 4. Contrary to a simple add-delete chain, in all cases, it is guaranteed to mix well.
Sampling from Matroid-Constrained Distributions
In this section we consider sampling from an explicitly-constrained distribution π C where C specifies certain matroid base constraints ( §3.1) or a uniform matroid of a given rank ( §3.2).
Matroid Base Constraints
We begin with constraints that are special cases of matroid bases 2 :
Drawing even a uniform sample from the bases of an arbitrary matroid can be hard.
Partition matroid:
Given a partition V = k i=1 P i , we allow sets that contain exactly one element from each
An important special case of a distribution with a uniform matroid constraint is the k-DPP [27] . Partition matroids are used in multilabel problems [38] , and also in probabilistic diversity models [21] .
Algorithm 2 Gibbs Exchange Sampler for Matroid Bases
Require: set function F, β, matroid C ⊆ 2 V Initialize S ∈ C while not mixed do Let b = 1 with probability 0.5 if b = 1 then Draw s ∈ S and t ∈ V\S (t ∈ P (s) \ {s}) uniformly at random if S ∪ {t}\{s} ∈ C then S ← S ∪ {t}\{s} with probability
end if end if end while
The sampler is shown in Algorithm 2. At each iteration, we randomly select an item s ∈ S and t ∈ V\S such that the new set S ∪ {t}\{s} satisfies C, and swap them with certain probability. For uniform matroids, this means t ∈ V\S; for partition matroids, t ∈ P (s) \ {s} where P (s) is the part that s resides in. The fact that the chain has stationary distribution π C can be inferred via detailed balance. Similar to the analysis in [19] for unconstrained sampling, the mixing time depends on a quantity that measures how much F deviates from linearity:
Our proof, however, differs from that of [19] . While they use canonical paths [10] , we use multicommodity flows, which are more effective in our constrained setting.
Theorem 4.
Consider the chain in Algorithm 2. For the uniform matroid, τ X 0 (ε) is bounded as
For the partition matroid, the mixing time is bounded as
Observe that if P i 's form an equipartition, i.e.,
For uniform matroids, the time is equally small if k is close to N. Finally, the time depends on the initialization, π C (X 0 ). If F is monotone increasing, one may run a simple greedy algorithm to ensure that π C (X 0 ) is large. If F is monotone submodular, this ensures that log π
Our proof uses a multicommodity flow to upper bound the largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix. Concretely, let H be the set of all simple paths between states in the state graph of Markov chain, we construct a flow f : H → R + that assigns a nonnegative flow value to any simple path between any two states (sets) X, Y ∈ C. Each edge e = (S, T) in the graph has a capacity Q(e) = π C (S)P(S, T) where P(S, T) is the transition probability from S to T. The total flow sent from X to Y must be π C (X)π C (Y): if H XY is the set of all simple paths from X to Y, then we need
Intuitively, the mixing time relates to the congestion in any edge, and the length of the paths. If there are many short paths X Y across which flow can be distributed, then mixing is fast. This intuition is captured in a fundamental theorem:
Theorem 5 (Multicommodity Flow [35] ). Let E be the set of edges in the transition graph, and P(X, Y) the transition probability. Define
where len(p) the length of the path p. Then
With this property of multicommodity flow, we are ready to prove Thm. 4.
Proof. (Theorem 4)
We sketch the proof for partition matroids; the full proofs is in Appendix A. For any two sets X, Y ∈ C, we distribute the flow equally across all shortest paths X Y in the transition graph and bound the amount of flow through any edge e ∈ E.
Consider two arbitrary sets X, Y ∈ C with symmetric difference |X ⊕ Y| = 2m ≤ 2k, i.e., m elements need to be exchanged to reach from X to Y. However, these m steps are a valid path in the transition graph only if every set S along the way is in C. The exchange property of matroids implies that this requirement is indeed true, so any shortest path X Y has length m. Moreover, there are exactly m! such paths, since we can exchange the elements in X \ Y in any order to reach at Y. Note that once we choose s ∈ X \ Y to swap out, there is only one choice t ∈ Y \ X to swap in, where t lies in the same part as s in the partition matroid, otherwise the constraint will be violated. Since the total flow is π
Next, let e = (S, T) be any edge on some shortest path X Y; so S, T ∈ C and T = S ∪ {j}\{i} for some i, j ∈ V. Let 2r = |X ⊕ S| < 2m be the length of the shortest path X S, i.e., r elements need to be exchanged to reach from X to S. Similarly, m − r − 1 elements are exchanged to reach from T to Y. Since there is a path for every permutation of those elements, the ratio of the total flow w e (X, Y) that edge e receives from pair X, Y, and Q(e), becomes
where we define
To bound the total flow, we must count the pairs X, Y such that e is on their shortest path(s), and bound the flow they send. We do this in two steps, first summing over all (X, Y)'s that share the upper bound (3.3) since they have the same difference sets U S = σ S (X, Y) and U T = σ T (X, Y), and then we sum over all possible U S and U T . For fixed U S , U T , there are ( m−1 r ) pairs that share those difference sets, since the only freedom we have is to assign r of the m − 1 elements in S \ (X ∩ Y ∩ S) to Y, and the rest to X. Hence, for fixed U S , U T . Appropriate summing and canceling then yields
Finally, we sum over all valid U S (U T is determined by U S ). One can show that any valid U S ∈ C, and hence ∑ U S exp(βF(U S )) ≤ Z C , and likewise for U T . Hence, summing the bound (3.4) over all possible choices of U S yields
where we upper bound the length of any shortest path by k, since m ≤ k. Hence
For more restrictive constraints, there are fewer paths, and the bounds can become larger. Appendix A shows the general dependence on k (as k!). It is also interesting to compare the bound on uniform matroid in Eq. (3.1) to that shown in [3] for a sub-class of distributions that satisfy the property of being homogeneous strongly Rayleigh 3 . If π C is homogeneous strongly Rayleigh, we have τ X 0 (ε) ≤ 2k(N − k)(log π C (X 0 ) −1 + log ε −1 ). In our analysis, without additional assumptions on π C , we pay a factor of 2 exp(2βζ F )) for generality. This factor is one for some strongly Rayleigh distributions (e.g., if F is modular), but not for all.
Uniform Matroid Constraint
We consider constraints that is a uniform matroid of certain rank: C = {S : |S| ≤ k}. We employ the lazy add-delete Markov chain in Algo. 3, where in each iteration, with probability 0.5 we uniformly randomly sample one element from V and either add it to or delete it from the current set, while respecting constraints. To show fast mixing, we consider using path coupling, which essentially says that if we have a contraction of two (coupling) chains then we have fast mixing. We construct path coupling (S, T) → (S , T ) on a carefully generated graph with edges E (from a proper metric). With all details in Appendix B we end up with the following theorem: Theorem 6. Consider the chain shown in Algorithm 3. Let α = max (S,T)∈E {α 1 , α 2 } where α 1 and α 2 are functions of edges (S, T) ∈ E and are defined as
where (x) + = max(0, x). The summations over absolute differences quantify the sensitivity of transition probabilities to adding/deleting elements in neighboring (S, T). Assuming α < 1, we get
Algorithm 3 Gibbs Add-Delete Markov Chain for Uniform Matroid
Require: F the set function, β the inverse temperature, V the ground set, k the rank of C Ensure: S sampled from π C Initialize S ∈ C while not mixed do Let b = 1 with probability 0.
end if end if end while Remarks. If α is less than 1 and independent of N, then the mixing time is nearly linear in N. The condition is conceptually similar to those in [29, 34] . The fast mixing requires both α 1 and α 2 , specifically, the change in probability when adding or deleting single element to neighboring subsets, to be small. Such notion is closely related to the curvature of discrete set functions.
Experiments
We next empirically study the dependence of sampling times on key factors that govern our theoretical bounds. In particular, we run Markov chains on chain-structured Ising models on a partition matroid base and DPPs on a uniform matroid, and consider estimating marginal and conditional probabilities of a single variable. To monitor the convergence of Markov chains, we use potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) [7, 18] that runs several chains in parallel and compares within-chain variances to between-chain variances. Typically, PSRF is greater than 1 and will converge to 1 in the limit; if it is close to 1 we empirically conclude that chains have mixed well. Throughout experiments we run 10 chains in parallel for estimations, and declare "convergence" at a PSRF of 1.05.
We first focus on small synthetic examples where we can compute exact marginal and conditional probabilities. We construct a 20-variable chain-structured Ising model as
where the s i are 0-1 encodings of S, and the w i are drawn uniformly randomly from [0, 1]. The parameters (β, δ) govern bounds on the mixing time via exp(2βζ F ); the smaller δ, the smaller ζ F . C is a partition matroid of rank 5. We estimate conditional probabilities of one random variable conditioned on 0, 1 and 2 other variables and compare against the ground truth. We set (β, δ) to be (1, We also check convergence on larger models. We use a DPP on a uniform matroid of rank 30 on the Ailerons data (http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/657~ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html) of size 200. Here, we do not have access to the ground truth, and hence plot the estimation mean with standard deviations among 10 chains in 3a. We observe that the chains will eventually converge, i.e., the mean becomes stable and variance small. We also use PSRF to approximately judge the convergence. More results can be found in Appendix D.3.
Furthermore, the mixing time depends on the size N of the ground set. We use a DPP on Ailerons and vary N from 50 to 1000. Fig. 2a shows the PSRF from 10 chains for each setting. By thresholding PSRF at 1.05 in Fig. 2b we see a clearer dependence on N. At this scale, the mixing time grows almost linearly with N, indicating that this chain is efficient at least at small to medium scale. Finally, we empirically study how fast our sampler on strongly Rayleigh distribution converges. We compare the chain in Algorithm 1 (Mix) against a simple add-delete chain (Add-Delete). We use a DPP on Ailerons data 4 of size 200, and the corresponding PSRF is shown in Fig. 3b . We observe that Mix converges slightly slower than Add-Delete since it is lazier. However, the Add-Delete chain does not always mix fast. Fig. 3c illustrates a different setting, where we modify the eigenspectrum of the kernel matrix: the first 100 eigenvalues are 500 and others 1/500. Such a kernel corresponds to almost an elementary DPP, where the size of the observed subsets sharply concentrates around 100. Here, Add-Delete moves very slowly. Mix, in contrast, has the ability of exchanging elements and thus converges way faster than Add-Delete. 
# Iter

Discussion and Open Problems
We presented theoretical results on Markov chain sampling for discrete probabilistic models subject to implicit and explicit constraints. In particular, under an implicit constraint that the probability measure is strongly Rayleigh, we obtain an unconditional fast mixing guarantee. For distributions with various explicit constraints we showed sufficient conditions for fast mixing. We show empirically that the dependencies of mixing times on various factors are consistent with our theoretical analysis. There still exist many open problems in both implicitly-and explicitly-constrained settings. Many bounds that we show depend on structural quantities (ζ F or α) that may not always be easy to quantify in practice. It will be valuable to develop chains on special classes of distributions (like we did for strongly Rayleigh) whose mixing time is independent of these factors. Moreover, we only considered matroid bases or uniform matroids, while several important settings such as knapsack constraints remain open. In fact, even uniform sampling with a knapsack constraint is not easy; a mixing time of O(N 4.5 ) is known [33] . We defer the development of similar or better bounds, potentially with structural factors like exp(βζ F ), on specialized discrete probabilistic models as our future work.
A Proof of Thm. 4
A.1 Proof for Uniform Matroid Base
Proof. We consider the case where C is uniform matroid base. For any two sets X, Y ∈ C, we distribute the flow equally across all shortest paths X Y in the transition graph. Then, for arbitrary edge e ∈ E, we bound the number of paths (and flow) through e.
Consider two arbitrary sets X, Y ∈ C with symmetric difference |X ⊕ Y| = 2m ≤ 2k. Any shortest path X Y has length m. Moreover, there are exactly (m!) 2 such paths, since we can exchange the elements in X \ Y in any order with the elements in Y \ X in any order to reach at Y. Since the total flow is π C (X)π C (Y), each path receives π C (X)π C (Y)/(m!) 2 flow.
Next, let e = (S, T) be any edge on some shortest path X Y; so S, T ∈ C and T = S ∪ {j}\{i} for some i, j ∈ [N]. Let 2r = |X ⊕ S| < 2m be the length of the shortest path X S, thus there are (r!) 2 ways to reach from X to S. Similarly, m − r − 1 elements are exchanged to reach from T to Y and there are in total ((m − r − 1)!) 2 ways to do so. the total flow e receives from pair X, Y is
Since in our chain,
it follows that
where we define σ S (X, Y) = X ⊕ Y ⊕ S. The inequality draws from the fact that
and likewise for
exp(β(F(X)+F(Y)+F(T))) exp(β(F(S)+F(T)))
. Similar trick has been used in [19] .
, then for fixed U S , U T , the total flow that passes e is
Finally, with the definition of ρ( f ) we sum over all images of U S and U T . Recall that Z = ∑ U S exp(βF(U S )). Since |S ⊕ X ⊕ Y| = k we know that U S , U T ∈ C, thus Z ≤ Z C and
A.2 Proof on Partition Matroid Base
Proof. Consider two arbitrary sets X, Y ∈ C with symmetric difference |X ⊕ Y| = 2m ≤ 2k, i.e., m elements need to be exchanged to reach from X to Y. However, these m steps are a valid path in the transition graph only if every set S along the way is in C. The exchange property of matroids implies that this is indeed true, so any shortest path X Y has length m. Moreover, there are exactly m! such paths, since we can exchange the elements in X \ Y in any order to reach at Y. Note that once we choose s ∈ X \ Y to swap out, there is only one choice t ∈ Y \ X to swap in, where t lies in the same part as s in the partition matroid, otherwise the constraint will be violated. Since the total flow is π C (X)π C (Y), each path receives π C (X)π C (Y)/m! flow.
Next, let e = (S, T) be any edge on some shortest path X Y; so S, T ∈ C and T = S ∪ {j}\{i} for some i, j ∈ V. Let 2r = |X ⊕ S| < 2m be the length of the shortest path X S, i.e., r elements need to be exchanged to reach from X to S. Similarly, m − r − 1 elements are exchanged to reach from T to Y. Since there is a path for every permutation of those elements, the total flow edge e receives from pair X, Y is
Since, in our chain, (using L = max i |P i | − 1)
To bound the total flow, we must count the pairs X, Y such that e is on their shortest path(s), and bound the flow they send. We do this in two steps, first summing over all X, Y that share the upper bound (A.1) since they have the same difference sets U S = σ S (X, Y) and U T = σ T (X, Y), and then we sum over all possible U S and U T . For fixed U S , U T , there are ( m−1 r ) pairs that share those difference sets, since the only freedom we have is to assign r of the m − 1 elements in S \ (X ∩ Y ∩ S) to Y, and the rest to X. Hence, for fixed U S , U T :
Finally, we sum over all valid U S (U T is determined by U S ), where by "valid" we mean there exists X, Y ∈ C and S ∈ C on one path from X to Y such that, U S = σ S (X, Y). Any such U S can be constructed by picking k − m elements from S (including i), and by replacing the remaining elements u ∈ S by another member of their partition: i.e., if u ∈ P , then it is replaced by some other v ∈ P , since both X and Y must be in C. Hence, any U S satisfies the partition constraint, i.e., U S ∈ C and therefore ∑ U S exp(βF(U S )) ≤ Z C , and likewise for U T . Hence, summing the bound (A.2) over all possible U S yields
A.3 Proof for General Matroid Base
In the case where no structural assumption is made on C, the proof needs to be more carefully handled. Because in this case, we know neither the number of legal paths between any two states, nor the number of σ S (X, Y) falls out of C. We again consider arbitrary sets X, Y ∈ C where |X ⊕ Y| = 2m ≤ 2k. The total number of shortest paths is at least (m!) due to exchange property of matroids. Since the amount of flow from X to Y is π C (X)π C (Y), each path receives at most π C (x)π C (y)/m! .
Next, let e = (S, T) be any edge on some shortest path X Y; so S, T ∈ C and T = S ∪ {j}\{i} for some i, j ∈ V. Let 2r = |X ⊕ S| < 2m be the length of the shortest path X S, thus there are at most (r!) 2 ways to reach from X to S. Likewise there are at most ((m − r − 1)!) 2 paths to reach from T to Y. The total flow edge e receives from pair X, Y is then upper-bounded as
It follows that
The total pairs of (X, Y) that passes e with the same set of images is upper-bounded by (
thus the flow that passes e with the same set of images is bounded as
Thus if we sum over all U S , U T , the result is upper-bounded as
Note that here we upper-bounded m with k and Z could be larger than Z C because it may happen that U S / ∈ C. It follows that
B Proof of Thm. 6
Assume we have a chain (X t ) on state space V with transition matrix P, a coupling is a new chain (X t , Y t ) on V × V such that both (X t ) and (Y t ), if considered marginally, are Markov chains with the same transition matrices P. The key point of coupling is to construct such a new chain to encourage X t and Y t to coalesce quickly. If, in the new chain, Pr(X t = Y t ) ≤ ε for some fixed t regardless of the starting state (X 0 , Y 0 ), then τ(ε) ≤ t [1] . To make the coupling construction easier, Path coupling [8] is then introduced so as to reduce the coupling to adjacent states in an appropriately constructed state graph. The coupling of arbitrary states follows by aggregation over a path between the two. Path coupling is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. [8, 12] Let δ be an integer-valued metric on V × V where δ(·, ·) ≤ D. Let E be a subset of V × V such that for all (X t , Y t ) ∈ V × V there exists a path X t = Z 0 , . . . , Z r = Y t between X t and Y t where
. Suppose a coupling (S, T) → (S , T ) of the Markov chain is defined on all pairs in E such that there exists an α
.
We now are ready to state our proof.
be the set of adjacent states (neighbors), and it follows that δ(·, ·) is a metric satisfying conditions in Lemma 7. Also we have δ(X, Y) ≤ k.
We consider constructing a path coupling between any two states S and T with δ(S, T) = 1, S and T be the two states after transition. We sample c S , c T ∈ {0, 1}, if c S is 0 then S = S and the same with c T . i S , i T ∈ V are drawn uniformly randomly. We consider two possible settings for S and T:
1. If S or T is a subset of the other, we assume without of generality that S = T ∪ {t}. In this setting we always let i S = i T = i. Then 2. If S and T are of the same sizes, let S = R ∪ {s} and T = R ∪ {t}. In this setting we always let c S = c T = c. We consider the case of c = 1:
In all cases where we didn't specify δ(S , T ), it will be δ(S , T ) = 1. In the first case of S = T ∪ {t} we have
while in the second case of |S| = R ∪ {s} and T = R ∪ {t} we have
Let α = max (S,T)∈E {α 1 , α 2 }. If α < 1, with Lemma 7 we have
C Proof of Thm. 2
We recall key aspects of strongly Rayleigh distributions, on which our proof of fast mixing depends 5 . Let π be a probability distribution on {0, 1} N , its generating polynomial is defined as
where z = (z 1 , . . . , z N ) and z S = ∏ i∈S z i . One of useful properties of such polynomial is their stability 
The class of strongly Rayleigh distribution has been proved to be closed under symmetric homogenization:
Theorem 9 (Closure under Symmetric Homogenization [4] ). If π is strongly Rayleigh then so its symmetric homogenization π sh .
Strongly Rayleigh distribution includes many distributions such as D p p as special cases. Only recently, the Markov chain constructed for sampling from homogeneous strongly Rayleigh distribution has been proved to be rapidly mixing.
Theorem 10 (Rapid Mixing for Homogeneous Strongly Rayleigh [3] ). For any strongly Rayleigh k-homogeneous probability distribution π : {0, 1} N → R + , we have
where 2N is the size of the ground set.
Now we are ready to prove our statement in Thm. 2.
Proof of Thm. 2 Given a strongly Rayleigh distribution π C , we construct its symmetric homogenization π sh as in Def. 8. By Thm. 9 we know that π sh is homogeneous strongly Rayleigh. Then it follows from Thm. 10 that the base exchange Markov chain has its mixing time bounded as
We construct a base exchange Markov chain on 2N variables where we maintain a set |R| = N. In each iteration and with probability 0.5 we choose uniformly s ∈ R and t ∈ [2N]\R and switch them with certain transition probabilities. Let S = R ∩ V, T = V\R, there are in total four possibilities for locations of s and t:
1. With probability
, s ∈ S and t ∈ T, and we switch assignment of s and t with probability min{1,
}. This is equivalent to switching elements between S and T; 2. With probability
, s / ∈ S and t / ∈ T, and switch with probability min{1,
}. This is equivalent to doing nothing to S;
3. With probability |S| 2 2N 2 , s ∈ S and t / ∈ T, and we switch with probability min{1,
}. This is equivalent to deleting elements from S; 4. With probability (N−|S|) 2 2N 2 , s / ∈ S and t ∈ T, and switch with probability min{1,
}. This is equivalent to adding elements to S.
Constructing the chain in the same manner but only maintaining S = R ∩ [N] will result in Algo. 1, while the mixing time stays unchanged.
D Supplementary Experiments
D.1 Varying δ
We run 20-variable chain-structured Ising model on partition matroid base of rank 5 with varying δ's. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . We observe that the approximate mixing time grows with δ. 
D.2 Varying β
We run 20-variable chain-structured Ising model on partition matroid base of rank 5 with varying β's. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . We observe that the approximate mixing time grows with β. 
D.3 Varying Data Sizes
We run (k-)Dpp that is constrained to sample subsets from 1) partition matroid base and 2) uniform matroid with different data sizes N.
D.3.1 Partition Matroid Constraint
The estimations for marginal and conditional distributions are shown in Fig. 10 and corresponding PSRF's are shown in Fig. 11 . We observe that the estimation becomes stable faster when N is small.
D.3.2 Uniform Matroid Constraint
The estimations for marginal and conditional distributions are shown in Fig. 12 and corresponding PSRF's are shown in Fig. 13 . We observe the same thing as mentioned before, that the estimation becomes stable faster when N is small. 
